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Let G be a compact Lie group and V be a G-representation. We define V-dimensional equivariant 
Eilenberg-MacLane spaces and show that their elementary properties imply a Seifert-van Kampen 
theorem and a suspension theorem for the Vth homotopy groups of G-spaces. Our equivariant 
suspension theorem is radically different from those that have appeared previously. Rather than 
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(or epimorphism), our theorem describes, under milder hypotheses, the precise extent to which 
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Introduction 
Let V be a finite dimensional representation of a compact Lie group G. The two 
primary results in this paper are a Seifert-van Kampen theorem and a suspension 
theorem for the Vth homotopy groups of G-spaces. These two results are presented 
together because both follow almost trivially from elementary properties of V- 
dimensional Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. The most important of these properties is 
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an adjunction between the functor assigning Vth homotopy groups to appropriately 
connected G-spaces and the functor assigning V-dimensional Eilenberg-MacLane 
spaces to appropriately defined equivariant coefficient systems. The nonequivariant 
analog of this is an adjunction between the homotopy group functor rr,, applied to 
(n - 1)-connected spaces and the functor assigning Eilenberg-MacLane spaces of 
dimension n to Abelian groups (or groups if n = 1). For n 2 2, this adjunction 
follows immediately from the Hurewicz and universal coefficient theorems. Algebraic 
topologists invoke it, at least implicitly, on a regular basis. It appears explicitly, at 
least for n = 1, in [3]. 
Our Seifert-van Kampen theorem contains no surprises. It describes the Vth 
homotopy group of the homotopy pushout of a pair of maps f: A+ X, g: A+ Y 
between appropriately connected G-spaces as the pushout of the induced maps 
f, : n-CA + TT:X and g .+ : n-:A + T$ Y. Our proof of this theorem resembles the proof 
of the nonequivariant theorem given by Olum in [ 191. However, we use represented 
cohomology instead of Olum’s algebraically defined non-Abelian cohomology since 
it is represented cohomology which generalizes easily to the equivariant context. 
Unlike our Seifert-van Kampen theorem, our suspension theorem is rather 
different in form from what one might expect based on the nonequivariant Freuden- 
thal suspension theorem or the equivariant generalizations of that theorem which 
have appeared so far in the literature [2,7, 18,20,21,23]. Ideally, an equivariant 
suspension theorem should describe, for based G-spaces X, Y and a G-representa- 
tion W, the suspension map 
u:[X, Y]c;+[Zwx,~wY]G. 
It should assert that if, for each subgroup H of G, the dimension of the H-fixed 
point set XH of X is not too large in comparison with the connectivity of the 
H-fixed point set YH of Y, then the map u is an isomorphism (or, at least, an 
epimorphism). Unfortunately, in the equivariant context, it is all too easy to find 
examples where the expected inequalities are satisfied, but w is not an epimorphism. 
In particular, if G is a nontrivial finite group, V is a positive dimensional trivial 
representation of G, and W is a G-representation containing at least one copy of 
the regular representation, then the map 
u:[S”, sv]G+[sv+W, S”‘“], 
is not an epimorphism. The response to this difficulty in the literature 
[2,7,18,20,21,23] has been to impose extra hypotheses on X and Y under which 
the map c can be shown to be an epimorphism (or isomorphism). Unfortunately, 
these extra hypotheses tend to be quite restrictive. 
The misbehavior of the maps 
and the restrictiveness of the technical hypotheses contained in the published 
equivariant suspension theorems suggest that we may have been looking for the 
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wrong sort of suspension theorem. An alternative theorem might describe, under 
acceptably mild hypotheses, the precise extent to which o fails to be a monomorph- 
ism or epimorphism rather than, under unacceptably strong hypotheses, asserting 
that c is a monomorphism or epimorphism. Two technical lemmas in [ 1 l] suggest 
the form that such an alternative result might take, at least in the case where the 
space X in the domain [X, Y]o of o is the sphere S” associated to a G-representation 
V. A feeling for the general shape of this alternative theorem is best conveyed by 
a slight oversimplification, incorrect in detail, but very clearly conveying the motiva- 
tion for the result. Assume that the dimension of the fixed point set VG is at least 
two. Denote the set [S”, Y],, by rr$Y. The sets [S”, S”] and [Sv+w, SVtW] are 
rings and the map 
a:[S”, Sv]o+[Sv+w, SVCW]o 
is a ring homomorphism. For any based G-space Y, the Abelian groups rr’;‘ Y and 
T$+~E~Y may be regarded as modules over [S”,S”], and [SVfW, Sv+w]G, 
respectively. If ~~+,JCwwY is regarded as a [S”, S”]o-module via the ring 
homomorphism 
then the 
[s”,s”]c;+[svs”,s”+w]G-, 
map 
is a [S”, S”],-module homomorphism. The usual change of rings functor converts 
the [S”, Svlc-module 7~: Y into the [S”‘,, SV+W]o-module 
7T’;‘Y [s\ql [s”+W, s”+w]G. 
,I <, 
The homomorphism (T induces an [S “+ w, S “+ W]c--module homomorphism 
&:?7-$Y & [SVtW, SV+W]G+7r$+WZ.WY. 
3 <, 
The alternative suspension theorem should, in this oversimplified form, describe 
the map 6, rather than (T. In summary, this result asserts that the differences between 
=$ Y and rrG “+ wE wY arise naturally from the differences, which we already under- 
stand, between [S”, S”]o and [S”+w, Sv’~w],;. 
This new approach may seem more reasonable if one considers the behavior of 
the nonequivariant suspension map in low dimensions. If Z is a connected space, 
then the group homomorphism 
is not always an isomorphism because rr,Z can be non-Abelian but rrJZ is always 
Abelian. However, u does induce an isomorphism between rrJZ and the Abelianiz- 
ation of r,Z. The situation presented here is analogous. We are trying to compare 
modules over two different rings and must adjust for the differences between the 
two rings. 
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This simplified statement of the alternative theorem conveys the right spirit but 
is a bit too naive. Looking at rr$ Y alone is simply not sufficient for understanding 
the behavior of the suspension map on rrz Y. One must also look at the groups 
rrt Y for each subgroup K of G. For G-representations V with IVc(s2, the 
machinery needed to keep track of the effects of the groups rr’: Y is presented in 
[ 111, where it is used to discuss the equivariant Hurewicz theorem. Here, we extend 
that machinery so that it can be applied to representations V with 1 VG( = 1. This 
improved machinery allows us to present versions of the equivariant Seifert-van 
Kampen and suspension theorems applicable to nonsimply G-connected spaces. 
We are also able to extend the Hurewicz theorems of [ll] to such spaces. 
In Section 1 of this paper, we describe our improved bookkeeping machinery, 
define G-V-Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, and list their elementary properties. The 
next section is devoted to showing that these properties imply our equivariant 
Seifert-van Kampen and suspension theorems. Our improved versions of the 
Hurewicz theorems from [ll] are also stated in Section 2. In the third section, we 
introduce the notion of a based G-CW( V) complex. Using this notion, we show in 
Section 4 that G-V-Eilenberg-MacLane spaces exist and have the properties ascribed 
to them in Section 1. Section 5 contains some technical results concerning the functor 
s.+ which replaces the change of ring functor ?@rsv,sv,, [SVtW, Sv+w]G in the 
precise statement of our suspension theorem. This section also contains the proofs 
of our improved Hurewicz theorems. The notation in this paper that is not drawn 
from [ll] is drawn from the first two chapters of [14]. 
I am indebted to the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, Sonderforschungs- 
bereich 170 in Gottingen, and Tammo tom Dieck for the support and hospitality 
they provided me during the first phase of the research that led to this paper. I am 
also indebted to Peter May for asking me probing questions about the applications 
to Eilenberg-MacLane spaces and spectra of the results in [ 1 l] and an earlier version 
of this paper. It was in pursuing answers to his questions that I found the connection 
presented here between the equivariant suspension theorem and the properties of 
equivariant Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. The proof of the suspension theorem which 
appeared in the earlier version of this paper was much less conceptual, required an 
undesirable technical hypothesis, and did not apply to representations V with 
1 Vc] = 1. Readers who have had the privilege of reading Waner’s unpublished 
manuscript [23] on unbased G-CW( V) complexes will quickly recognize the con- 
siderable extent to which my remarks on based G-CW( V) complexes are merely 
translations to the based case of his work on the unbased case. 
1. Properties of G-V-Eilenberg-MacLane spaces 
We begin by reviewing some basic concepts of equivariant homotopy theory and 
introducing a revised version of the bookkeeping machinery presented in [ 111. Using 
this machinery, we define G-V-Eilenberg-MacLane spaces and summarize their 
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basic properties. The proof of the most important of these properties, an adjunction 
relating Vth homotopy groups and G-V- Eilenberg- MacLane spaces, is delayed until 
Section 4. 
Throughout this paper, groups are assumed to be compact Lie groups, and 
subgroups are understood to be closed. The notation K s G indicates that K is a 
subgroup of the group G. All G-spaces are left G-spaces. Whenever possible, the 
prefix G is omitted from our notations, so that by spaces, subspaces, maps, etc., 
we mean G-spaces, G-subspaces, G-maps, etc. If K is a subgroup of G and Y is 
a G-space, then Y K is the K-fixed subspace of Y. A based G-space is a G-space 
Y together with a specified basepoint, which is required to be in YG. If X is any 
G-space, then X+ denotes the disjoint union of X and a G-trivial basepoint. For 
based G-spaces X and Y, [X, YIG denotes the set of based G-homotopy classes 
of based G-maps from X to Y. 
All G-representations are assumed to have a G-invariant inner product. If V is 
a G-representation, then DV, SV, and S” denote its unit disk, its unit sphere, and 
its one-point compactification, respectively. The basepoint of S” is the point at 
infinity. The dimension of V over the real numbers is denoted IV/. For each 
nonnegative integer n, the trivial G-representation of real dimension n is denoted 
by n. If V and W are two G-representations, then V+ W denotes their direct sum. 
The orthogonal complement of a subrepresentation W of a representation V is 
denoted by V- W. Thus, V- W always denotes an actual representation rather 
than a virtual representation. If V is a G-representation and Y is a based G-space, 
then the set [S”, Y],, is denoted Z-G‘ Y and called the Vth homotopy group (or set) 
of Y. Recall that, if K s G, then 
r’: Y=[S”, Y]K =[G/K+A s”, YIG. 
Moreover, rrf Y = rr,, YK. 
The appropriate equivariant generalizations of the notions of dimension and 
connectivity are best described in terms of dimension functions. 
Definition 1.1. (a) A dimension function v * is a function from the set of conjugacy 
classes of subgroups of G to the integers. The value of v* on the conjugacy class 
of K d G is denoted vK. Associated to any G-representation V is the dimension 
function (V*I whose value at K is the real dimension of the K-fixed subspace VK 
of V. The dimension function with constant value 2 is denoted 2”; similar notation 
is used for the dimension function with any other constant integer value. 
(b) Let v* be a dimension function. Then a G-space Y is G-v*-connected if, for 
each subgroup K of G, the fixed point space YK is UK-connected. Of course, if vK 
is negative for some subgroup K of G, then the assertion that a space Y is 
G-v*-connected imposes no connectivity restriction on YK. A G-space Y is G- 
connected if it is G-O*-connected. Also, a G-space is simply G-connected if it is 
G-1*-connected. A G-pair (Y, B) is G-v”-connected if, for each subgroup K of G, 
the nonequivariant pair (Y”, BK) is UK-connected. A G-map f: Y + Z is a G-v*- 
equivalence if the nonequivariant mapfK : YK + ZK is an UK-equivalence for every 
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K s G. A G-map f: Y+ Z is a weak G-equivalence if it is a G-v*-equivalence for 
every dimension function v*. 
(c) Let Y be a G-space and K s G. If there is a subgroup J of K such that Y’ 
is not (path) connected, then let c K Y be - 1. If rr,, YJ = 0 for every J < K and every 
integer n 2 0, then say that c K Y is infinity. Otherwise, let c K Y be the largest integer 
n such that, for every J 4 K and every integer m with OS m s n, T,Y’ = 0. Note 
that the integers c K Y may be regarded as a dimension function c* Y (if no infinite 
values occur). The prefix “G-” is deleted from all of our notations for connectivity 
whenever the omission should not lead to confusion. 
The bookkeeping device used in this paper to keep track of the full structure 
carried by the collection of homotopy groups rrt Y, K s G, is based on a small 
category 9&(V) and a generalization of the notion of a Mackey functor. 
Definition 1.2. (a) Let V be a G-representation. The objects of the G-V-Burnside 
category S,(V) are finite disjoint unions of G-orbits. If A and B are objects of 
C!BG( V), then the set of morphisms from A to B in 93,(V) is [,Z “AI‘, 2 “B+lG. If 
G is finite, then the objects of B,(V) are just finite G-sets; these sets are given the 
discrete topology. Let B;(V) be the full subcategory of CBG( V) whose objects are 
the orbits of G. If A and B are in BG( V), then the disjoint union AU B of A and 
B, regarded as an object of C%‘,(V), is easily seen to be the coproduct of A and B 
in 9JG( V). Thus, each object in BG( V) is the coproduct of a finite number of orbits. 
The empty G-set 0 is a zero object for 933G( V). If 1 VG1 2 1, then the morphism sets 
of a,( V) are groups. These groups are Abelian if ( VG( 2 2. Moreover, if 1 VG( 2 2, 
then composition in BG( V) is bilinear, so that Z&(V) is an Ab-category. In fact, 
in this case, it is an additive category, since its finite coproducts are actually 
biproducts. 
(b) If V and U are G-representations with V c 17, then suspension by U - V 
gives a functor 
which is the identity on objects. This functor preserves finite coproducts. Thus, if 
1 VGI 2 2, then s is additive. In [ll], it is shown that s is often an isomorphism of 
categories. In particular, the suspension functor 
is an epimorphism on morphism sets if 1 VGI 3 1 and an isomorphism of categories 
if ]VG]32. 
(c) Let Sets, be the category of pointed sets-that is, the category whose objects 
are sets with a distinguished basepoint and whose morphisms are basepoint- 
preserving maps of sets. If V is a G-representation, then a G-V-Mackeyfunctor M 
is a contravariant functor M from the category BG( V) to the category Sets, which 
converts finite coproducts in 9,(V) into finite products in Sets,. In other words, 
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M takes the empty G-set 0 to a one-point set in Sets,, and, for each pair A, B of 
objects of a,( V), M converts the inclusions 
of A and B into their coproduct AU B into maps 
ML1 ML2 
MA - M(AU B)---+ MB 
which induce an isomorphism 
M(AU B) (MO%), 
MAxMB 
in Sets,. Thus, the value of M on any object A of %‘3G( V) is completely determined 
by the values of M on the orbits of G contained in A. The category of all G-V-Mackey 
functors (and natural transformations between such functors) is denoted A,(V). 
If n 22, then n-Mackey functors are simply coefficient systems in the sense of 
Bredon (see [l, 8,11,24]). The categories 9Jo.( V) and .A,( V) can be defined for 
countably infinite dimensional G-representations as well as for finite dimensional 
ones. For an appropriately chosen infinite dimensional representation V, V-Mackey 
functors are just Mackey functors of the sort normally used in representation theory 
(see [ll, 13,141). 
(d) If Vc U, then precomposition by the functor s gives a forgetful functor 
s*:A~(U)+.&(V). 
If the functor s : CBG( V) + 933,(U) is an isomorphism, then we use the functor s* to 
identify the categories A,(V) and J&(U). 
Section 5 contains a fuller discussion of the structure of the categories 93o( V) 
and further remarks about the properties of V-Mackey functors. In particular, the 
relation between the definitions given here and those given in [ 1 l] is discussed. For 
now, the important facts about V-Mackey functors are that the Vth homotopy group 
of a G-space Y provides such a functor and that the structure carried by all 
V-Mackey functors accurately reflects the structure of Vth homotopy groups. 
Example 1.3. For any G-representation V and any based G-space Y, the homotopy 
group (or set) g$ Y may be converted into a V-Mackey functor by defining its value 
on an object A of ao,( V) to be [I “A’, YIG. The effect of a morphism f: 2 “B+ + 
2 “A+ in CB3,( V) is simply that of precomposition by J: We denote this functor by 
g:Y. Its value at the orbit G/K is just [Z”G/K+, YIG =r’: Y. Note that cGY is 
the largest integer n such that r: Y vanishes for all m < n. 
Having introduced the bookkeeping device that allows us to record the full 
structure carried by the Vth homotopy group of a G-space Y, we can now define 
G-V-Eilenberg-MacLane spaces and state the adjunction theorem describing their 
most important property. 
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Definition 1.4. (a) Let V be a G-representation with ( VGI 2 1 and M be a G-V- 
Mackey functor. A G-V-Eilenberg-MacLane space K$M is a based, (]V*l-l)- 
connected G-space K$M with the G-homotopy type of a G-CW complex such 
that r$K$M=M and ~$+~K$M=ofor k>O. 
(b) Let YG be the category of based, compactly generated, weak Hausdorff 
G-spaces [6, lo]. Let hFG be the associated homotopy category whose morphisms 
are based G-homotopy classes of based G-maps. Let “ur,( V) be the full subcategory 
of YG whose objects are (I V*I - l)- connected G-spaces with the G-homotopy type 
of G-CW complexes. Let hwG( V) be the associated homotopy category (so that 
h”Ur,( V) is a full subcategory of hYG). 
Theorem 1.5. For any G-representation V with ( VGI z 1 and any V-Mackey functor 
M, a G-V-Eilenberg-MacLane space K $ M exists. Moreover, the assignment of K c M 
to M gives a functor from the category A,( V) to the category hWG( V) which is right 
adjoint to the functor rz: hWG( V) -+ A,( V). The counit 8”: r$K$M + M of this 
adjunction is an isomorphism identifying g: K $ M with M. 
One of the most familiar properties of nonequivariant Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, 
and the property of equivariant Eilenberg-MacLane spaces that is the source of 
our suspension theorem, is the relation of these spaces to loop spaces. 
Lemma 1.6. Let V and W be G-representations with lVGl 3 1 and let s: 9&(V) + 
B,( V+ W) be the suspension functor. Then: 
(a) For every based G-space Y, there is an isomorphism 
dr:3J:(nWY)=s**:+wY 
of V-Mackey functors. This isomorphism is natural in Y. 
(b) For every (V-t W)-Mackey functor N, there is a G-homotopy equivalence 
O:OwK$+wN+ K$(s*N) 
making the diagram 
p$(fiWK$+,N)h G s*s-v+w K:+wN 
g$K$(s*N) By__, s”N 
commute. This homotopy equivalence is natural in N. 
Proof. The isomorphism 4 is derived in the obvious fashion from the adjunction 
isomorphism for the pair (I “, R “) of adjoint functors. The space 0 WK $+ wN is 
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obviously (I V*j - l)- connected. Moreover, by [22, Theorem 4.121, it has the G- 
homotopy type of a G-CW complex. Thus, the adjunction of Theorem 1.5 gives an 
isomorphism 
The map 8 is the image of the composite 
under this isomorphism. The commutativity of the diagram follows directly from 
this definition. The naturality of 0 follows directly from the naturality of the 
adjunction isomorphism for the pair (r$, Kc). The diagram implies that the map 
0* : &(a “K $+wN)+ r$K$(s*N) 
is an isomorphism. Both R WK c+wN and K $(s*N) are (I V*l- 1)-connected and 
the functors P$+~ vanish on these spaces for k > 0. Thus, by [ll, Lemma 1.2(iii)], 
0 is a weak G-equivalence and therefore a G-homotopy equivalence. 0 
Remarks 1.7. Assume that U is a G-universe of the sort used to index G-spectra 
in [14, Chapter I]. For each pair V, W of orthogonal finite dimensional subspaces 
of U, let 
sv : 33G( V) + B3G( w, 
sv+w:93)C;(V+ W)+9&(U) 
and 
s”,w:93JV)‘93&V+ W) 
be the suspension functors. Then, for any U-Mackey functor N, the spaces K(s$N), 
where V runs over the G-invariant finite dimensional subspaces of U, form an 
0G-prespectrum in the sense of [14, Section 1.61. The structure maps of this 
prespectrum are the composites 
K$(s$N)= K$(s$&+,N)R-’ f2WK$+w(s‘*,+w,N), 
where V, WC U and VI W, and where 0-l denotes a homotopy inverse for the 
map 13 of Lemma 1.6(b). The associated spectrum is, of course, just the Eilenberg- 
MacLane spectrum K “, N indexed on the G-universe U. If M is a V-Mackey functor 
that is not of the form s*,N, for the given G-universe U and some U-Mackey functor 
N, then K GM is not infinitely deloopable with respect to the representations in U 
and therefore is not the component space of an 0G-prespectrum indexed on U. 
2. The equivariant Seifert-van Kampen and suspension theorems 
Here, our equivariant Seifert-van Kampen and suspension theorems are derived 
from the properties of G-V-Eilenberg-MacLane spaces discussed in the previous 
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section. Using our suspension theorem, we obtain slightly improved versions of the 
Hurewicz theorems from [ll]. This section concludes with a discussion of the 
limitations of our suspension theorem. 
All that is needed to derive the equivariant Seifert-van Kampen theorem from 
the properties of G-V-Eilenberg-MacLane spaces is one elementary fact about 
homotopy pushouts. 
Theorem 2.1. Let P(f, g) be the homotopy pushout of a pair f: A + X, g : A -+ Y of 
based G-maps, and let V be a G-representation with 1 VGI 2 1. If the spaces A, X, and 
Y are (IV*]--l)- connected G-CW complexes, then the diagram 
R* 
g:A- Z-GY 
is a pushout in J&(V). 
Proof. By the definition of a pushout, the diagram above is a pushout if and only 
if, for every V-Mackey functor M, the diagram 
&(V)(&P(f, g), M) - J&(V)(&Y, M) 
I 
(9*)* 
J&( V)(Z-:X M) 
c.r*,* I 
- J&( V)(r:A, M) 
is a pullback in the category of sets. If A, X, and Y are (1 V*l - 1)-connected G-CW 
complexes, then P(f, g) must have the G-homotopy type of a (I V*l- 1)-connected 
G-CW complex. Thus, the adjunction of Theorem 1.5 can be used to identify the 
diagram above with the diagram 
[P(f, g), K=‘MIG - [Y, K:Ml, 
I I 
g* 
LX, K:Ml, 2 [A, K$M],. 
Let P be the pullback of the maps f * and g* of this second diagram. Since P(f, g) 
is a homotopy pushout, there is a short exact sequence of pointed sets 
l+E+[P(f;g),K$M],A P+l 
which describes the failure of [P(f, g), K $M], to be isomorphic to the pullback 
P [ 171. The error term E in this short exact sequence is a quotient of the homotopy 
group [ZA, K$M],. The space EA is I V*I-connected and the homotopy functors 
T$+~K$M vanish for k 3 1. The group [ZA, K: MIG and its quotient set E must 
therefore be one-point sets. For a trivial proof of this vanishing of [ZA, K$M],, 
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merely observe that 2A has the G-homotopy type of a based G-CW( Vf 1) complex 
(see Section 3 for a discussion of these complexes). We would like to argue from 
the vanishing of E that (Y is an isomorphism so that [P(f; g), K:A4], is the pullback 
in the second diagram. If ( VGI S 2, then the suspension functor s: a,(V) + 
BG( Vtl) is an isomorphism, and M is actually a (V-t 1)-Mackey functor. By 
Lemma 1.6(b), K CM and OK c+, M are G-homotopy equivalent. Thus, for 1 VG 15 2, 
the short exact sequence of pointed sets is actually a short exact sequence of groups, 
and (Y must be an isomorphism. If ( VGI = 1, then K$M need not have the G- 
homotopy type of a loop space, so this approach fails. Nevertheless, (Y must still 
be an isomorphism. The space P(f; g) has the G-homotopy type of a based G-CW( V) 
complex. By replacing it with a suitably chosen such complex, we can use an 
inductive argument over the skeleta of the complex to show that cy is injective. The 
details are given in Section 4 after we introduce the notion of a based G-CW( V) 
complex. q 
Remarks 2.2. If 1 VGI 2 2, then the category &G(V) is just the category of contra- 
variant additive functors from BG( V) into the category Ab of Abelian groups. 
Therefore, the pushout of functors that appears in Theorem 2.1 is formed term-wise 
and the group rcP(f; g) may be computed directly from the groups TT~A, TT$X, 
and n:Y. If, however, [VGI = 1, then &G(V) is merely a full subcategory of the 
category of all pointed functors from !?8G ( V) into Sets,. Thus, pushouts in &G ( V) 
need not be formed term-wise, and the functor ,$P(J; g) may be quite hard to 
compute in practice. 
In order to state and prove our equivariant suspension theorem, we must introduce 
the replacements s* and 6 for the change of ring functor ? @tsv,svl, [Sv+w, SVt W]G 
and the map G which appeared in our informal introductory discussion of the 
suspension theorem. The lemma below was proved in [ll] for the special case 
1 VG( z 2. A proof for th e general case is given in Section 5. 
Lemma 2.3. If Vc U and ) VGI Z 1, then the forgetful functor s* : d%,( U) + J&( V) 
has a left adjoint 
s.& :&G(v) + ddG( u). 
Definition 2.4. For any pair of G-representations V and W and any based G-space 
Y, the suspension maps 
g/, : [xX “A+, YIG -+ [2 “+ wA+, 1 wY]G, 
for A in BG( V), fit together to form a natural transformation 
u:~~Y+s”7r~+w~WY. 
Here, s* is the forgetful functor derived from s: BG( V) + %&( V+ W). Let 
~.:s,~~Y+~~+w~wY 
be the adjoint of the natural transformation (T. 
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Our suspension theorem, just like the equivariant Seifert-van Kampen theorem, 
flows directly out of the properties of G-V-Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. 
Theorem 2.5. Let V and W be G-representations with 1 VG( 2 1, and let Y be a based, 
(I V*I - 1)-connected G-CW complex. Then the suspension map 
6.:s,&Y+&+JWY 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
&G(V) s* J&(V+ W) 
S* 
of functors. The composites s+.g$ and c$+~_X w are left adjoint to the composites 
K$s* and 0 wK$+ w, respectively. Thus, by [15, Theorem 2, p. 981, the natural 
isomorphism 13 : 0 wKz+ w + K $s* of Lemma 1.6(b) induces a conjugate natural 
isomorphism 0 : s,r$ -+ r$+ w2 “. To complete the proof of the suspension theorem, 
it suffices to show that the map e” is the map 6. This follows immediately from the 
definition of i and the commutativity of the diagram in Lemma 1.6(b). 0 
One instance of the suspension theorem deserves special attention. The functor 
s* was described in detail in [ 111 in the case where 1 VGI 2 2. If 1 VGI = 1, then this 
functor is usually rather difficult to compute. However, if W = 1, then the following 
lemma, proved in Section 5, provides a simple description of s.+. From this descrip- 
tion, we obtain a corollary of Theorem 2.5 that should be regarded as the V-Poincare 
lemma. Let rab denote the Abelianization z-/[~T, ~1 of a group r. 
Lemma 2.6. Let V be a G-representation with 1 VGI = 1, let M be a V-Mackey functor, 
and let s denote the suspension functor C%‘,(V) + %o( V+ 1). Then the value of the 
(Vf 1)-Mackey functor s,M at a disjoint union of orbits A is just (MA)“b. Moreover, 
the projection maps MA + ( MA)“b, for A in CBG( V), form the unit of the (s*, s*)- 
adjunction. 
Corollary 2.7. Let V be a G-representation with I vGI = 1, and let Y be a based, 
(I V*l- l)-connected G-CW complex. Then the suspension map u: rr$ Y + T$+,XY 
induces a map 
6: (7T$ Y)“b+ 7r$+JY 
which is an isomorphism. 
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Theorem 2.5 yields the following improved versions of the Hurewicz theorems 
from [ 111. The notation in these theorems that has not already been defined is that 
of [ll]. The proofs of these revised versions are given in Section 5. 
Theorem 2.8. Let Y be a based G-CW complex and let V be a G-representation with 
IVGIZ1. IfYis (IV*l-l)- connected, then the Hurewicz map 
KT*&Y+H$Y 
is an isomorphism. Moreover, if Y is simply G-connected, then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) Y is G-V-connected; 
(ii) Y is homologically G-V-connected. 
Theorem 2.9. Let (Y, B) be a G-CW pair with Y and B both simply G-connected, 
and let V be a G-representation with 1 VGI 2 1. Zf ( Y, B) is (I V*I - 1)-connected, then 
g$( Y, B) is a V-Mackey functor and the Hurewicz map 
h”:s,&Y, B)+H$(Y, B) 
is an isomorphism. Moreover, the following are equivalent: 
(i) ( Y, B) is G-V-connected ; 
(ii) (Y, B) is homologically G-V-connected. 
In spite of its broad applicability, Theorem 2.5 still has some limitations that one 
might not expect based on the nonequivariant suspension theorem. The first limita- 
tion is that the theorem applies only to homotopy sets of the form [S”, YIG rather 
than sets of the form [X, YIG, for an arbitrary finite dimensional G-CW complex 
X. The second limitation is that the theorem applies only to G-representations V 
with I V”I 2 1. The third limitation is the presence of the functor s* in the case where 
IVG(a2. The fourth shortcoming is the restriction that Y be (lV*l- 1)-connected 
rather than something on the order of (IV*(/2)- connected. The remainder of this 
section is devoted to a discussion of these limitations. We shall see that all but the 
first of these shortcomings can largely be circumvented. 
Clearly, in order to replace the sphere S” by an arbitrary finite dimensional 
G-CW complex X in the domain [S”, Ylc, of the suspension map, one must also 
replace the bookkeeping category BG( V) with some more sophisticated device. It 
is, of course, possible to define a category 93,(X) whose objects are finite disjoint 
unions of G-orbits. The set of morphisms from A to B in !?&(X) should be 
[A+ A X, B+ A Xl,. For any G-representation W, there is a suspension functor from 
93,(X) to BG(E “X). The statement of Theorem 2.5 has an obvious generalization 
to this context. However, even if one could prove this generalization, it would only 
be of very limited value. The force of Theorem 2.5 comes from our understanding 
of the functors s: %ln,( V) + SIG( V+ W). We have no similar understanding of the 
suspension functor s : 93<;(X) + &(E “X) for an arbitrary finite dimensional G-CW 
complex X. 
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As an alternative to introducing the category BG(X), we might restrict attention 
to homotopy sets of the form [Z”X, YIG and [Z”‘“X, ZwYIG, where V and W 
are G-representations. The sets [_Z “X, YIG and [E v+wX, 2 wY]G may be extended 
to V- and (V+ W)-Mackey functors in an obvious fashion. We might therefore 
hope for an extension of the theorem which describes the suspension map 
(T:s*[YX, Y]G'[~v+wX,~wY]c. 
Unfortunately, no such generalization is possible. To see the problem, consider a 
G-representation V which is the sum of two subrepresentations A and B. There are 
then two ways of looking at the suspension map relating a: Y and ~$+~1 wY. 
One is to use Theorem 2.5, which, for suitably chosen Y, gives the isomorphism 
where s,” is the functor associated to the suspension functor s” : %I,( V) + 
C&( V+ W). The other way is to apply the anticipated generalization of our theorem 
to the map 
Here, X is SB and s$ is the functor associated to the suspension functor sA : ?&(A) -+ 
P&(A+ W). Now let G be any nontrivial finite group and let V and W both be 
the sum of two copies of the regular representation of G. By [ 11, Proposition 3.6(ii)], 
the suspension functor s”: LB,(V) + 2&( V+ W) is an isomorphism of categories. 
The associated functor s*,: &( V+ W) + Ju,( V) therefore identifies (V-C W)- 
Mackey functors and V-Mackey functors. Under this identification, the functor 
sg :J&( V) + J&( V-t W) becomes the identity functor. If Y is (I V*l- 1)-connected, 
then, by Theorem 2.5, the map cFv gives an isomorphism between slrt Y = a$ Y 
and vG v+wZ wY. On the other hand, if A = VG and B = V- VG, then the functor 
.sG : h!,(A) + JllG(A + W) is definitely not the identity functor. In fact, it follows 
easily from [ll, Construction 4.81 that, for any NE AC(A), (s$N)(G/ G) = 
@N(G/H), where the sum runs over a set of representatives H of the conjugacy 
classes of subgroups of G. Thus, for this choice of V, W, A, B, and X, the map 
is almost never an isomorphism. This observation about GA and our general ignorance 
about the categories %o(X) suggest that there is no useful extension of Theorem 
2.5 to homotopy sets of the form [X, Y]. 
The essential function of the assumption that 1 VGI 2 1 in our discussion of 
G-V-Eilenberg-MacLane spaces and in the proof of Theorem 2.5 is that it ensures 
that the spaces under discussion are G-connected. In order to work with spaces 
that are not G-connected, we would have to allow the basepoint to vary in our 
homotopy functors r: Y. This would require introducing the fundamental groupoid 
of the G-space Y and replacing our bookkeeping category B3,( V) with one which 
takes into account the action of the fundamental groupoid on g$Y. Preliminary 
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investigations indicate that all this is possible and that carrying it out would shed 
considerable light on the relationships among the homotopy sets n’: Y and v$ Y 
for various subgroups K of G, representations V, and positive integers k. Neverthe- 
less, the level of machinery required for this discussion dictates relegating it to a 
separate paper. 
The presence of the functor s.+ in the domain of the map 6 of Theorem 2.5 is 
only to be expected when / V"l = 1. After all, even in the nonequivariant context, 
one cannot expect the map 
to be an isomorphism. However, for IVG(>2, the presence of s* is disappointing 
since one principal application of a suspension theorem ought to be deriving 
conclusions about unstable homotopy groups from calculations of stable homotopy 
groups. The presence of S* would seem to preclude this. However, [ 11, Proposition 
1.91 indicates that, if V and W are G-representations with [VG)z2 and N is a 
V-Mackey functor such that the ( V+ W)-Mackey functor s,N is zero, then N itself 
is zero. Thus, Theorem 2.5 can be used to derive the vanishing of unstable equivariant 
homotopy groups from the vanishing of the corresponding stable homotopy groups. 
Moreover, even when s.+ N is nonzero, the explicit description of S* N in [ 1 l] can 
be used to gain considerable insight into the structure of N. 
Perhaps the most disappointing aspect of Theorem 2.5 is that the G-space Y is 
required to be (I V*( - l)- connected. By analogy with the nonequivariant suspension 
theorem, one might hope to be able to say something about the map I? whenever 
1 V*I< 1+2c* Y. The example which concludes this section shows that no naive 
weakening of the connectivity condition in Theorem 2.5 is possible. The basic source 
of this disappointment is the failure of the functor s* to be exact. It is, however, 
right exact and therefore has derived functors. If G is a finite group and Y is 
(I V*I - I)-connected, then there is a spectral sequence whose E2 term is formed by 
applying sg and its derived functors to the V-Mackey functors ~c+~ Y, ks 0. This 
spectral sequence converges to the (V+ W)-Mackey functors T$+~+J wY in 
precisely the range of dimensions one would expect by analogy with the non- 
equivariant suspension theorem. The map 6 is an edge homomorphism of this 
spectral sequence. If G is a compact Lie group, but is not finite, then there is still 
a spectral sequence converging to rc v+ W+kZ wY in the expected range, but its E2 
term does not have a nice algebraic description in terms of derived functors. The 
spectral sequences for both finite and nonfinite groups G are derived from a general 
spectral sequence arising in equivariant stable homotopy theory. This general spectral 
sequence, and its specializations to the spectral sequences mentioned above, are 
described in [12]. 
The existence of these two spectral sequences indicates that there is no simply 
stated extension of Theorem 2.5 to less connected G-spaces Y. Nevertheless, these 
spectral sequences indicate that this theorem forms the starting point for a complete 
description of the functors pG v+W+kX wY in precisely the range of dimensions one 
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would expect from the nonequivariant theorem. The other forms of the equivariant 
suspension theorem that have appeared in the literature [2,7, 18,20,21,23] should 
be thought of as results indicating that portions of the E” terms of these spectral 
sequences vanish when the space Y has certain additional connectivity properties. 
The example showing that the connectivity condition in Theorem 2.5 cannot be 
weakened is derived from [ll, Example 1.121. 
Example 2.10. Let p be a prime and n 3 3. Let G = Z/p, V be a nontrivial irreducible 
complex representation of G, and Y be Z”SV+. Consider the map 
I?: s&+, Y + 7T:+n+,Z. “Y 
of (V+ n + 1)-Mackey functors. Since Y is G-(n - 1)-connected, if one were able 
to reduce the connectivity requirement on Y in Theorem 2.5 by even one dimension, 
then this map would have to be an isomorphism. Using [ll, Theorem 2.11 and 
Namboodiri’s version of the equivariant suspension theorem [ll, 181, it can be 
shown that the Hurewicz map 
h:r G v+n+,(~ “Y) + (s’)“H $+,+,(Z “Y) = (s’)*Is:+, Y 
is a surjection. Here, (s’)* is the change of category functor associated to the 
suspension functor s’:!ZBG(V+n+l)+%lnc relating the (V-t n + 1)-Burnside 
category to the Burnside category Bc which is used to define the classical Mackey 
functors of representation theory (see [ll]). In [ll, Example 1.121, it is shown that 
the Hurewicz map 
* 
h : (s’s),~:+, Y+ Hf+,, Y 
is not onto. It follows easily that the map 
6: s*r,+i G Y -+ !r:+,+,z “Y 
cannot be onto (see [ll, Lemma 4.5(iv)]). 
3. Based G-CW( V) complexes 
Here, we define based G-CW( V) complexes and establish their basic properties. 
These complexes are a based version of the G-CW( V) complexes introduced by 
Waner in [23] and further developed by Costenoble and Waner in [4]. Our treatment 
of based G-CW( V) complexes springs from the formal approach to generalized 
CW complexes presented by May in [17] and summarized in [16]. May works in 
the category of based, nonequivariant spaces; it is, however, easy to see that his 
theory extends without alteration to the category of based G-spaces for any compact 
Lie group G. May builds his generalized CW complexes out of a collection 9 of 
(generalized) spheres. For us, the collection 2 should be the set {-X “+‘G/K’}, 
where K runs over the subgroups of G and k z= -1. Note that we require spheres 
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of the form 2 “-’ G/ Kt and so must assume throughout this section that 1 Vc’I 2 1. 
We depart from May’s approach in one respect. His generalized spheres need not 
carry any notion of a dimension, and so he does not require them to be attached 
in any particular order. Our spheres carry a natural notion of dimension derived 
from the integer k, and we require that they be attached in the usual order of 
increasing dimension. 
Definition 3.1. (a) A relative based G-CW( V) complex ( Y, A) consists of a based 
G-pair (Y, A) together with a sequence { YL}k4_, of closed sub-G-spaces of Y such 
that 
(i) Ye’ = A, 
(ii) for k 2 - 1, Yk+’ is the colibre CA,, of a map hk : ViLli E “+‘G/ KT -+ Yk, and 
(iii) Y = colim, Yk. 
Here, the sets Jk are indexing sets and the K,, JE J,_, are subgroups of G (not 
necessarily distinct). The subspace Y” of Y is referred to as the k-skeleton of ( Y, A). 
For each j E Jk, there is a map 
CX VtkG,!Kf+ Yk+‘c Y 
describing the way that CZ “+’ G/K: is adjoined to Y’ in order to form Yk+‘. We 
refer to this map, or, less precisely, to the space CX “lkG/K,‘, as a cell of Y. A 
relative based G-CW( V) complex ( Y, A) has degree n if all the cells of (Y, A) are 
of the form C2 vik G/K,? with k < n. An (absolute) based G-CW( V) complex Y is 
just a relative based G-CW( V) complex ( Y, A) in which A is a single point. 
(b) A subcomplex of a relative based G-CW( V) complex (Y, A) is a relative based 
G-CW( V) complex (B, A) such that, for k 2 -1, Bk c Y” and, for k 2 0, B“+’ is 
formed from Bk by attaching some of the cells that are used to form Y”’ from 
Yk. A subcomplex B of a based G-C W( V) complex Y is, of course, just a subcomplex 
(I?, *) of the relative based G-CW( V) complex ( Y, *). Observe that, if (B, A) is a 
subcomplex of (Y, A), then ( Y, B) is a relative based G-CW( V) complex. 
(c) If (Y, A) and (Z, C) are relative based G-CW( V) complexes with skeleta 
{ Y”} and {Z”}, respectively, then a map f: ( Y, A) + (Z, C) is said to be cellular if, 
for ka-l,f(Yk)CZk. 
Remark 3.2. If Y is a based G-CW( V) complex, then the map A_, must be a trivial 
map because Y-’ is just a point. Thus, Y0 is just a wedge V,,.,_, 2 VG/ K: of spheres. 
The following three technical lemmas form the basis for our presentation of the 
properties of based G-CW( V) complexes. 
Lemma 3.3. Let ( Y, A) be a relative based G-CW( V) complex. Then 
(a) ( Y, A) has the G-homotopy type of a relative G-CW complex. In particular, an 
absolute based G-CW( V) complex Y has the G-homotopy type of a G-CW complex. 
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(b) For each k 2 -1, the pairs ( Yk+‘, Y”) and ( Y, Y”) are (I V*l+ k)-connected. 
In particular, the pair ( Y, A) is (( V*( - I)- connected. If Y is an absolute bused 
G-CW( V) complex, then Y is (I V*l- l)-connected. 
Lemma 3.4. (a) If X and Yure bused G-C W( V) complexes, then so is X v Y. Moreover, 
X and Y are both subcomplexes of X v Y. The k-skeleton of X v Y is just Xk v Yk. 
(b) Let Y be a bused G-CW( V) complex and aI = (0, l} be the boundary of the 
unit interval I. Then Y A I+ is a bused G-CW( V) complex and Y A aI+ = Y v Y is a 
subcomplex. For k 2 0, the k-skeleton (Y A It)k of Y A It is ( Yk-’ A I+) u ( Yk A al’). 
The cells which must be adjoined to (Y A It)k to form (Y A I+) k+’ consist of the cells 
used to form Ykt’ A aI’ from Yk A aI+ plus a cell of the form CE V+k G/ K f for each 
cell C.E V+kp’ G/K,? adjoined to Yk-’ in forming Yk. 
(c) Let A, X, and Y be bused G-CW( V) complexes, and let f : A + X and g : A + Y 
be cellular maps. Then the homotopy pushout P(f g) of the maps f and g is a bused 
G-CW( V) complex which contains X v Y us a subcomplex. For k 2 0, let fk : A” + Xk 
and gk : Ak + Yk be the restrictions off and g to the k-skeletu of A, X, and Y. Then 
the k-skeleton Pk(f, g) of P(f, g) is (X” v Y”) u P(fk_’ ) g,_,). The cells which must 
be adjoined to Pk(f, g) to form Pk+‘(L g) consist of the cells used to form X kt’ v Ykt’ 
from X k v Yk plus a cell of the form C2 V+k G/ K: for each cell C2 V+kp’ G/ K f 
adjoined to A k-’ in forming Ak. 
Proof. Part (a) is obvious. The homotopy pushout P(f; g) is the space obtained by 
attaching A A I+ to X v Y along the map A A aI+ = A v A /vg X v Y. Thus, parts 
(b) and (c) follow from the following observation of May [17]. Consider a cell 
CEVfk-‘G/KJ that is used to form Yk from Ykm’. Clearly, C2v+k-‘G/ Kf A I+ 
must be adjoined to ( Ykp’ A I+) u ( Yk A 81’) along (2 v+kp’G/ K: A I+) u 
(CE Vtk-‘G/ Kf A d1’) in order to form Yk A I+. Any based homeomorphism of 
pairs from (S’ A 1, S’) to (I A I+, (~31 A I+) u (I A ~31’)) determines a G-homeo- 
morphism of pairs from 
(GE v+kG/Kf,2V+kG/Kf) 
to 
(CE v+k-‘G/Kf A I’, (2 V+k-‘G/K,+ A I+) u (C2.Z V+k-‘G/ K; A Jr’)). 
This G-homeomorphism allows us to view the adjoining of CE V+km’GI Kf A I+ to 
( Ykp’ A I+) u ( Yk A d1’) as the attaching of a cell of the form C2 VtkG/ K f. 0 
Our third technical lemma should be thought of as an extension of the Yoneda 
Lemma. Recall that the objects of the category a,( V) are finite disjoint unions of 
G-orbits. It follows that, if {Kj}j,, is a collection of subgroups of G indexed on a 
finite set J, then the V-Mackey functor r$(V,,,, 2 VG/ Kf) is a representable functor 
from B3,( V) into Sets,. The Yoneda Lemma can be applied to conclude that, for 
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any V-Mackey functor M, there is a natural isomorphism 
v EVG/Ki M 
,eJ ‘j7 b”(,i?)’ 
Moreover, the definition of a V-Mackey functor allows us to identify M(U,, J G/K,) 
with njCJ M(G/K,). If, however, the indexing collection J is not finite, then 
a$(VjEJ 1 “G/K;) is not a representable functor and the Yoneda Lemma cannot 
be applied to it directly. 
Lemma 3.5. (a) Let {&j}jC J be an arbitrary (possibly infinite) collection of subgroups 
of G. Then the V-Mackey functor g$(ViEJ 1 VG/ K:) is the coproduct in A,( V) of 
the representable functors rz(2 VG/ K:), j E J. Thus, for any V-Mackey functor M, 
the maps 
- A,( V)(T:(~~G/K;), M) 
which are derived from the inclusions L, : 2 VG/ KT + Vi, J 2 VG/ Kf and the Yoneda 
map y, determine a map 
which is an isomorphism. 
(b) For any V-Mackey functor M, there is an epimorphism in J&(V) of the form 
f:g$ 
( 
VE”G/Kf +M 
JEJ > 
for some collection { Kj};, J of subgroups of G. 
(c) For any based G-space Y and any collection { KJ}jEJ of subgroups of G, the map 
induced by the functor r$ is an isomorphism. 
Proof. The assertion, in part (a), that a$(VJEJ 2 VG/Kf) is the coproduct of the 
a:(2 ‘G/K,?) is equivalent to the assertion that, for every V-Mackey functor M, 
the map 
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derived from the inclusions L,, is an isomorphism. If J is finite, then the commuting 
diagram 
J&(V) ??Z 
( ( 
.~~.‘GlK.~),M)-_LM(~GlK,) 
8 
I= 
indicates that 8 is an isomorphism. It follows easily from the compactness of the 
spaces 2 ‘A+, for A in 933G( V), that 
Here the colimit is taken over the diagram derived from the inclusions 
v J?GIK;c v 2?G/Kf, 
jtL jcL’ 
for L c L’. It follows formally that, since the rt(V,, L 2 “G/ KT) are all coproducts, 
so is T$(V~,~ 2 ‘G/K:). The isomorphism 4 asserted in the lemma is the composite 
of 13 and the evident Yoneda isomorphisms. For part (b), let M be a V-Mackey 
functor. For each G-orbit G/K and each element x E M(GIK), let 
qx:&(XVG/K+)+ M 
be the map, given by the Yoneda Lemma, which takes the identity map of 2 ‘G/ K + 
to )CS M(G/K). The maps nX yield a map 
V V &(ZvGIK’)VV”l, M, 
G/K.xcMCG/K) 
which is obviously an epimorphism in .A&( V). The commutative diagram 
v zXVG/Kf, Y 
, i .r I 
= 
- 11 [EVGIKf, Ylc 
G ;e-r 
V ~WKj 
jtJ 
yields the isomorphism of part (c). Here, the top horizontal arrow is an isomorphism 
because Vlt, 2 VG/ K_T is the coproduct of the 2 VG/ Kf in hyG. 0 
The centerpiece of May’s formal theory of generalized CW complexes is his 
theorem [16, 171 asserting that these complexes have a homotopy extension and 
lifting property (HELP). Using this result, May shows that many basic theorems 
about ordinary CW complexes, including Whitehead’s result on weak equivalences, 
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hold for his generalized complexes. Here, we give the extensions of May’s HELP 
and Whitehead results appropriate to generalized complexes like ours which are 
formed from generalized spheres carrying a notion of dimension. We also provide 
a cellular approximation theorem. Our results are the obvious translations to based 
complexes of Waner’s theorems in [23]. For these results, we need the appropriate 
generalization of the usual notion of an n-equivalence between spaces. 
Definition 3.6. Let e: Y +Z be a based G-map and n 30. The map e is a 
V-equivalence of order n if the map 
is a monomorphism for - 1 s k < n and an epimorphism for 0 < k 4 n. The map e 
is a weak V-equivalence if the map e, is a V-equivalence of order n for all n 2 0. 
The connection between the notion of equivalence just introduced and the more 
standard notions of an equivariant equivalence introduced in Section 1 can be 
derived from [ll, Lemma 1.21. 
Lemma 3.7. Let n 3 0. If the map e: Y + Z is a (( V*I + n)-equivalence, then it is a 
V-equivalence of order n. Moreover, if Y and Z are (1 V*( - 1)-connected, then e is a 
(lV”lf )- 4 1 n e utva ence if and only if it is a V-equivalence of order n. In particular, if 
YandZare (]V*l-l)- connected, then e is a weak G-equivalence if and only tf it is 
a weak V-equivalence. 
Theorem 3.8 (HELP). Let e : Y + Z be a V-equivalence of order n and let (X, A) be 
a relative based G-CW( V) complex of degree at most n. If hi, = eg and hiO= fi in 
the diagram below, then there exist maps g and h’ which make the diagram commute. 
Moreover, if e is a weak V-equivalence, then the relative based G-CW( V) complex 
(X, A) need not satisfy any restriction on degree. 
Proof. Like May’s version of HELP [16, Theorem 41, this result follows from [16, 
Lemma 11. In order to apply that lemma to the proof of this result, we must know 
that certain homotopy sets of the form [_I5 “+’ G/H’, Fe],, where Fe is the homotopy 
fibre of e, vanish. The assertion that e is a V-equivalence of order n is precisely 
equivalent to the vanishing of all the homotopy sets that might be encountered. 0 
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Theorem 3.9. Let e : Y + Z be a V-equivalence of order n and let X be a based G-CW( V) 
complex. Then e, : [X, YIG + [X, Z], is an isomorphism if the degree of X is less than 
n and an epimorphism if the degree of X is n. Moreover, if e is a weak V-equivalence, 
then e, is an isomorphism for every based G-CW( V) complex X. Thus, if Y and Z 
are based G-CW( V) complexes and e is a weak V-equivalence, then e is a based 
G-homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. Apply HELP to the pair (X, *) for surjectivity and to the pair 
(X A I+, X A 81’) for injectivity (just as May suggests in [16]). The G-homotopy 
equivalence claim follows formally from the first part of the theorem. 0 
Theorem 3.10. Let f: X + Y be a based map between two based G-CW( V) complexes. 
Let A be a subcomplex of X and assume that the restriction off to A is cellular. Then 
f is homotopic to a cellular map from X to Y by a homotopy that restricts to the constant 
homotopy on A. 
Proof. Apply HELP inductively to the skeleton of the relative based G-CW( V) 
complex (X, A) and the inclusion maps Lo : Y” -+ Y. Lemma 3.3(b) ensures that the 
maps Lo are sufficiently connected. 0 
One of the main reasons for our interest in based G-CW( V) complexes is that 
they can be used to approximate spaces in h”U’,( V) in much the same way that 
G-CW complexes can be used to approximate arbitrary G-spaces. 
Proposition 3.11. The inclusion functor L : hWG( V) + h.TG has a right adjoint r : hyG + 
h”Ur,( V). For any based G-space Y, TY is a based G-CW( V) complex, and the counit 
F : LAY + Y of the adjunction is a weak V-equivalence. Thus, if Y is in h”Ur,( V), then 
E is a based G-homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. Our argument is an obvious generalization of the usual argument showing 
that any space can be approximated, up to weak equivalence, by a CW complex. 
Let Y be a based G-space. We construct a based G-CW( V) complex TY and a 
map .F : TY + Y by inductively defining the n-skeleton r, Y of TY and the restriction 
F, : T,Y + Y of E to mY. As a part of the induction, we show that E, is a V- 
equivalence of order n. The functoriality of r and the adjunction are then derived 
from the connectivity of the map E. Using Lemma 3.5(b) and (c), select a collection 
{Kj}jEJ_, of subgroups of G and a G-map 
such that the induced map 
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is an epimorphism in A,(V). Take Vi,,_, 2 ‘G/ Kf to be the O-skeleton r, Y of Y. 
Observe that F~ is a V-equivalence of order 0. Assume now that r,, Y and E, : r, Y + Y 
have been defined satisfying our inductive assumptions. Two collections of cells of 
the form C2 Vtn G/K+ must be adjoined to T,Y to form r,,, Y. One collection is 
adjoined to kill the kernel of the map 
The attaching maps for these cells are obtained by applying Lemma 3.5(b) and (c) 
to this kernel, which is a (V-t n)-Mackey functor. Clearly, the map E, extends over 
these cells. The second collection of cells is adjoined trivially to r,, Y to ensure that 
the extension E,+, : r,,, Y + Y of F, induces an epimorphism on T$+,,+~. Lemma 
3.5(b) may be applied to the (V-t n + 1)-Mackey functor r$+,,+, Y to select the cells 
that must be included in this second collection. Lemma 3.5(c) provides the extension 
of F, over these cells. We have constructed E,,, to ensure that the map 
(&,+,)*I &+,+,c+, y-t FC;‘+~+, y 
is an epimorphism. Lemma 3.3(b) indicates that the inclusion map L : r,Y + r,,,, Y 
is a V-equivalence of order n. These two observations, our inductive assumption 
that E, is a V-equivalence of order n, and a few simple diagram chases indicate 
that E,+, is a V-equivalence of order n + 1. Having defined the spaces T,,Y and the 
maps E, inductively, we take TY to be the union of the r, Y and F : rY + Y to be 
the map induced by the e,. It follows immediately that E is a weak V-equivalence. 
If Z is also a based G-space, then, by Theorem 3.9, the map 
[rz,ry],L [rz, ~1~ 
is an isomorphism. This isomorphism allows us to associate to any map f: Z + Y 
a unique map rf: TZ + TY such that E 0 rf = f 0 E. This assignment of rf to f makes 
r a functor from hFG to hwc;( V) and E a natural transformation from Lr to the 
identity functor on hTG. If X is in h"Ur,( V), then E : TX + X is a weak G-equivalence 
by Lemma 3.3 and therefore a based G-homotopy equivalence. Thus, the vertical 
arrows in the commutative diagram 
rx, ryi, F* [X, YIG 
1 F* 1 F * 
m ryi, A[rx, ~1~ 
are isomorphisms. The lower horizontal arrow is an isomorphism by Theorem 3.9. 
The upper horizontal arrow therefore provides the isomorphism indicating that r 
is right adjoint to L. It is easy to check that this isomorphism is, in fact, natural with 
respect to X in h"Ur,(V) and Y in hJ "G and that F is the counit of the (L, r)- 
adjunction. q 
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4. Constructing G-V-Eilenberg-MacLane spaces 
In this section, the machinery of based G-CW( V) complexes developed in the 
previous section is used to construct G-V-Eilenberg-MacLane spaces and to show 
that they have the properties ascribed to them in Section 1. We also complete the 
proof of our Seifert-van Kampen theorem in the case where 1 VGI = 1. Our construc- 
tion of the G-V-Eilenberg-MacLane space associated to a V-Mackey functor M is 
very similar to the construction of the functor r in the previous section. 
Proposition 4.1. Let M be a V-Mackey functor. Then there exists a based G-CW( V) 
complex K$M such that r:KTM = M and r$,kK$M =O for k>Q. 
Proof. We form K$M by inductively constructing its n-skeleton K” together with 
a map p,, : a$ K n + M which is an epimorphism for n 2 0 and an isomorphism for 
n > 0. As a part of the induction, we show that T$+~K n = 0 for 0 < k < n. By Lemma 
3.5(b), there is a collection {Kj}j,J_, of subgroups of G for which there is an 
epimorphism 
Let K” = VJt,_, 2 VG/ KT. Using the lemma again, select an epimorphism 
By Lemma 3.5(c), the composite 
r: 
( 
V EVG/Kf -+kerpOCr$KO 
it-l, > 
is induced by a map 
A,: v EvG/K:+KO. 
itJo 
Let K’ be the cofibre CA0 of h,,. Clearly, the map p0 extends to a map 
which is an isomorphism. Now assume that n > 1 and that K * and p,, : r: K * + M 
have been constructed satisfying our inductive assumptions. Form K”+’ from K” 
by using Lemma 3.5(b) and (c) to attach a collection of cells of the form CX V+nG/ K+ 
to K” which kill rc “+,, K “. Obviously, the isomorphism p,, induces an isomorphism 
/I+,+, : r:K”+’ +M.LetK$MbetheunionoftheK”andletp:~~$K$M+Mbe 
the map derived from the CL,,. It is easy to check that p is an isomorphism and that 
T$+~K$M=O for k>O. 0 
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The following technical lemma allows us to prove that the assignment of KCM 
to M is a functor and that this functor satisfies the adjunction described in 
Theorem 1.5. 
Lemma 4.2. Let X be in h”Ur,( V) and let M be a V-Mackey functor. Then the map 
n-:[X, K$M],+.&(V)(&X, ?$K$M), 
induced by the functor r:, is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Since X is in h%fG( V), F : TX + X is a based homotopy equivalence. The 
commutative diagram 
therefore allows us to reduce the proof of the lemma to the case in which X is a 
based G-CW( V) complex. Let {Xn),,z_, be the skeleton of X. To see that rr is an 
epimorphism, select a map f: a$X+ a$KcM in A,(V). By Lemma 3.5(c), the 
composite 
is induced by a map 
fo:Xo+ K:M. 
Since the homotopy functors a$,, KG M vanish for k > 1, there are no obstructions 
to extending the map f. over the skeleta of X to obtain a map f : X + K$M. The 
maps f.+: g$X+ r?K$M and f must be equal because the map L.+: a$X”+ r$X 
induced by the inclusion L : X0+ X is an epimorphism. Thus, v is an epimorphism. 
Now assume that g and h are two maps from X to KVM such that 
Let go and ho be the restrictions of g and h to X0. By Lemma 3.5(c), there is a 
homotopy F,: X0 A I+ + Kz M between go and ho. The maps F,, g, and h may be 
combined to form a map 
Since the functors rG V+kK c M vanish for k 3 1, there are no obstructions to extending 
F to a map F : X A It + KGM. This map is a homotopy from g to h, so T is 
injective. q 
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Remarks 4.3. Observe that this lemma indicates that the space K $ M is determined, 
up to based G-homotopy equivalence, by the requirements that it be in h”Ur,( V), 
that r$K$M = M, and that TT$+~K$M =O, for kz 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. We have already shown that the space K CM exists for every 
V-Mackey functor M. Moreover, in the proof of Proposition 4.1, we associated a 
particular isomorphism p : r$K$M + M to each M. If M and M’ are two V-Mackey 
functors, then the composite isomorphism 
allows us to associate amap K$f:K:M+KzM’in hTG to eachmapf:M+M’ 
in A,(V) in such a way that KG becomes a functor and p becomes a natural 
transformation from the composite a$K $ to the identity functor on A,(V). If X 
is in h‘WG( V), then the composite 
LX, K:Ml, L Jllc(V)(&X, z-$K$M) * Ju,(V)(&X, M) 
is the isomorphism establishing the adjunction claimed in the theorem. It is easy 
to see that this isomorphism is natural with respect to X in h’Ur,( V) and M in 
A,(V). It is also easy to verify that p is the counit of the adjunction. 0 
Our remaining application of G-V-Eilenberg-MacLane spaces and based G- 
CW( V) complexes is to completing the proof of Theorem 2.1 in the special case 
where lVGl = 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (continued). We have reduced the proof to showing that the 
map (Y : [P(f; g), KtM], + P is injective, where P is defined by the pullback 
diagram 
LX, K:Ml, ‘* -[A, K%lG. 
Since P is a subset of the product [X, KtM]G x [ Y, K$M],, it suffices to show 
that the map 
L*: [JU 81, I&% + [X, XcMIG x [ Y, K$MIG, 
which is derived from the inclusion L :X v Y+ P(L g), is injective. Thus, let 
u : P(f, g) + K $ M and ZJ : P(f, g) + Kc M be two maps whose restrictions to X v Y 
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are homotopic by a homotopy H : (X v Y) A I+ + Kc M. The maps u, v, and H 
together induce a map 
fi:((Xv Y)AI+)u(P(~;~)~~U+)+K~M 
which we would like to extend to a homotopy A : P(f; g) A I+ + K =iM from u to 
v. Since the spaces A, X, and Y are (I V*l - l)- connected G-CW complexes, we may 
assume (by replacing them, if necessary, by G-homotopy equivalent spaces) that 
they are based G-CW( V) complexes. Moreover, by applying the cellular approxima- 
tion theorem for based G-CW( V) complexes, we may assume that the maps f and 
g are cellular. Under these assumptions, the space ((X v Y) A I+) u (P(L g) A al’) 
is a subcomplex of the based G-CW( V) complex P(f; g) A I+. Using the description 
of the cell structure of P(f; g) A It given in Lemma 3.4(b) and (c), it is easy to see 
that there can be no obstructions to extending fi over the cells of P(f; g) A It which 
are not in the subcomplex ((X v Y) A I’) u (P(f, g) A dl+). Thus, the desired 
homotopy fi exists, and L* is a monomorphism. 0 
5. V-Mackey functors and the functor s* 
The two primary objectives of this section are to provide some intuitive understand- 
ing of the behavior of V-Mackey functors and to prove the existence of the functor 
s* . After proving the existence of s*, we also provide proofs of Lemma 2.6, which 
describes s.+ in a special case, and of Theorems 2.8 and 2.9. 
Recall that a pointed category is a category in which, between each pair of objects, 
there is a distinguished morphism, called the zero (or trivial) morphism, and in 
which the composition (on either side) of any morphism with a zero morphism is 
a zero morphism. Also recall that a pointed functor between pointed categories is 
a functor that preserves zero morphisms. The most common type of pointed category 
is a category, like Sets, or !?& ( V), which contains a zero object *. In such a category, 
the zero morphism between two objects C, and C, is the composite C, + * + C2, 
where the two maps come from the universal properties of *. If %’ and 9 are 
categories containing zero objects, then a functor F: %+ %J is pointed if and only 
if it takes a zero object of % to a zero object of 9. Any V-Mackey functor M is 
required to take 0 to a one-point set and is therefore a pointed functor. The following 
result describes the additional structure that V- Mackey functors carry when 1 VGI 3 1. 
Lemma 5.1. Let V be a G-representation and M be a V-Mackey functor. 
(a) If 1 VGI 2 1, then, for each A in %G ( V), MA is a group. This group is Abelian 
if IV92. 
(b) If (I+1 and f: A -+ B is a map in BG( V) which is in the image of the 
suspension functor s : PB3, ( V - 1) + SC ( V), then Mf : MB + MA is a group homomorph- 
ism. In particular, zf I VG I 2 2, then, for any f : A +Bin93G(V),themapMf:MB+MA 
is a homomorphism of Abelian groups. 
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Proof. If 1 VGI 2 1, then the pinch map S’ + S’ v S’ induces a map 
~:~“A++~“A+vs.X”A+ 
for each object A in BG( V). If M is a V-Mackey functor, then the composite 
MAxMA=M(AUA)zMA 
provides MA with a multiplication. The usual derivation of the group structure of 
the fundamental group r,X of a space X from the homotopy cogroup structure of 
S’ extends to show that MA is a group under this multiplication. If 1 VGI s 2, then 
the usual two-multiplications proof (see [ 15, Exercise 5, p. 451) that rzX is Abelian 
extends to show that MA is Abelian. Clearly, any map from A to B in P&(V) which 
is in the image of the suspension functor s : B3,( V - 1) + 6ZilG( V) commutes with the 
maps 4 and so induces a group homomorphism from MB to MA. If 1 VcI 2 2, then, 
by [ 11, Lemma 3.41, every map in a,( V) is in the image of the suspension functor 
s:B&V-1)+%3,(V). 0 
This lemma indicates that, if ) VG/ s 2 and M is a V-Mackey functor, then M may 
be regarded as a contravariant additive functor from the additive category B,(V) 
into the category Ab of Abelian groups. In this case, M is completely determined 
by its values on the orbits of G and its behavior on the morphisms between orbits 
in aG( V). Thus, the category J!&( V) of V-Mackey functors may be identified with 
the category of contravariant additive functors from either B3,( V) or B%(V) into 
Ab. The alternative description of Ju,( V) as a category of additive functors out of 
93%(V) is the one used in [ 111, where it is always assumed that I VGI 3 2. We have 
adopted the less attractive description of V-Mackey functors given in Definition 
1.2(c) because it allows us to consider G-representations V with ( VGI = 1. When 
I VGI = 1, a V-Mackey functor M need not be a functor from %& ( V) into the category 
Grp of groups since, even though M must take the objects of BG( V) to groups, it 
need not take the morphisms in !?ZG( V) to homomorphisms. Moreover, the behavior 
of M on arbitrary morphisms in 9&(V) is not determined by the behavior of M 
on morphisms between orbits. This misbehavior of V-Mackey functors in the case 
I VGI = 1 reflects the known perverse behavior of the collection of homotopy sets 
r;Y, for KsG. 
The existence of the functor s.+ :A&( V) + .I&( U), for G-representations V and 
U with Vc U, follows from a few basic properties of the categories BG( V), .9ilG( U) 
and the functor s : LB3,( V) + L!&( U). Since the category BG( V) has finite coproducts 
(given by disjoint union), its opposite category 93,( V)OP has finite products. Thus, 
V-Mackey functors may be viewed as covariant functors from 933G( V)“” into Sets, 
which preserve finite products. With this view of V-Mackey functors, the functor 
s*:J&( U)+ J&( V) is given by precomposition with the functor sop: &( V)O’+ 
a,( wop, which preserves finite products. We wish to translate this situation into 
a more abstract setting that singles out the significant features. Let %’ and 9 be two 
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(skeletally) small categories having finite products. Assume that the terminal object 
(which is the empty product) in each of these categories is a zero object. Let s : %‘+ 9 
be a functor preserving finite products. By our remarks at the beginning of this 
section, % and 9 are pointed categories and s is a pointed functor. Let Sets: be 
the category of all covariant pointed functors from %’ into Sets,, and let ./u( %‘) be 
the full subcategory of Sets: whose objects are the functors preserving finite products. 
Let s*: Sets: + Sets: be the functor given by precomposition with s. Observe that, 
since s preserves finite products, s* restricts to a functor from Ju(g) to A[(%?), 
which we also denote s*. Let s.+ : Sets: + Sets: be the pointed left Kan extension 
functor; this functor is left adjoint to s”: Sets: + Sets:. The description of the 
functor s* and the proof that it is a left adjoint require a bit of enriched category 
theory [5,9]. The category Sets, is a symmetric monoidal closed category with 
respect to the “product” operation taking a pair X, Y of pointed sets to their smash 
product X A Y. Thus, one may speak of categories and functors enriched over Sets, ; 
it is easy to see that these categories and functors are just pointed categories and 
pointed functors. The pointed left Kan extension functor sy is just the enriched left 
Kan extension over Sets, [5,9]. If % and 9 are arbitrary pointed categories and 
s : Ce + 9 and M : %+ Sets, are arbitrary pointed functors, then the value of s,M 
on an object D of 9 is given by the pointed coend 
i 
Ct ‘6 
s.+ MD = 9(sC, D) A MC. 
Under our assumption that (e and 9 have zero objects, this coend description of 
s* MD can be reduced to the statement that s+. MD is the coequalizer in the diagram 
.,.:,lr,,, g(G, D) x MC, A LI g(sC, D) x MC 2 s,MD. 
a c 
Here, the disjoint union ]IIZc.,_~, a(sC,, D) x MC, is indexed on the collection of 
all morphisms of % and UC. g(sC, D) x MC is indexed on the collection of all 
objects of %?. The map a on the summand indexed by ,f: C, -+ C, takes the pair 
(g : SC, + D, x) in SJ(SC,, D) x MC, to the pair (g 0 sf: SC, -+ D, x) in 9(sC,, D) x 
MC’, . The map /3 on this summand takes this pair to the pair (g : sCz+ D, (Mf)(x)) 
in &?J(sC,, D) x MC*. We prove Lemma 2.3, which asserts the existence of the functor 
sy : .A&( V) + A&( U), by showing that, in this more general setting, the functor 
.s* : Sets: + Sets:, like its adjoint s*, restricts to a functor between A( Ye) and .4l(9). 
Proposition 5.2. Let M be in A( %). Then the pointed left Kan extension s.+ M : 9 + 
Sets, of M is in A( 9). Thus, the pointed left Kan extension functor s.+ :Sets: + Sets: 
restricts to a jiunctor s,:A(%)+A(9) which is left adjoint to s*:A(9)+A(%). 
Proof. Let M be in J.@(V). For any pair D, , D2 of objects of 9, the projections 
rri : D, x D2 + D, yield a map 
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To show that the pointed functor s,M preserves finite products, it suffices to show 
that r is an isomorphism for every pair of objects in 9. We show this by constructing 
an inverse Y for r. Define the map 
u 9(sC,, 0,) x MC, u iB(sC,, 02) x MC2 
Cl c2 
+ Lj 9(sC, D, x D2) x MC 
C 
on the summand (9(sC,, 0,) x MC,) x (B(sC,, D2) x MC,) of its domain to be the 
composite 
(S(sC,, 0,) x MC,) x (sa(G, Q) x MG) 
=(%‘(sC,,D,)x9(sC2,D,))x(MC,xMC2) 
+ 9(sC, x SC*, D, x D2) x (MC, x MC2) 
=9(s(C,xC,),D,xD,)xM(C,xC,) 
c u 9(sC, D, x D2) x MC. 
C 
Here, the first nonisomorphism is derived from the map sending a pair of maps to 
their product. The second isomorphism is derived from the isomorphisms indicating 
that s and M preserve finite products. The product (s* MD,) x (s* MDa) is a quotient 
set of the domain of fi and the set (s* M)(D, x D2) is a quotient of the range of Y. 
It can be shown that i, passes to a map 
ZJ: (.c+hfD,) x (s&f&) + (@NO x &I 
between these quotients. Since any map SC + D, x D2 in 9 factors as a composite 
of the form 
SA .I, “f, 
SC-s(cxc)=scxsc- QxD,, 
the map v is surjective. The composite w:(s*MD,)x(s*MD~)+ 
(s,MD,) x (s,MD,) is the identity. It follows that v is an isomorphism. The map 
r is then its inverse and is an isomorphism. Thus, s,M preserves finite products, 
and s* restricts to a functor from A ( %) to A (9). It follows formally that s.+ : .d ( VT) + 
A!(9) is left adjoint to s*:&(9)+&(%). q 
If V and U are G-representations with VC U and 1 VG( 2 2, then, by the unique- 
ness of adjoints, the functor s.+ :A,( V) + A,( U) provided by the proposition above 
and the analogous functor described in detail in [ 11, Construction 4.8 and Remarks 
4.91 must agree up to a natural isomorphism. If, on the other hand, 1 VGI = 1, then 
the only general descriptions available for s* are the coend and coequalizer descrip- 
tions given in the discussion above. These descriptions are considerably less enlight- 
ening that the one given in [ll] for the case 1 VGI ~2. One reason for the lack of 
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nicer descriptions in the case 1 VG[ = 1 is that, in this case, the morphism sets of 
CBG( V) need only be groups, rather than Abelian groups. Lemma 2.6 does, however, 
provide a nice description of s* in the special case where 1 VG[ = 1 and W = 1. This 
description follows from the following special case of the V-Poincart lemma. 
Lemma 5.3. Let V be a G-representation with ( VG( = 1. Then for any pair A, B of 
objects in %?,( V), the suspension map 
s : BG( V)(A, B) + %I,( V+ l)(A, B) 
induces an isomorphism 
i: %I,( V)(A, B)“‘+ %‘,( V+ l)(A, B). 
Proof. Recall that !BG( V)(A, B) is just the group [,C”A’, 1 “B+lG. Since A is 
the disjoint union of a finite number of orbits G/K, it suffices to show that the 
map s’ is an isomorphism in the case where A is a single orbit G/K. If 1 VK 1 z 2, 
then 93,(V)(G/K,B)=[~“G/K+,~“Bt],~[[S”,~”B+], is Abelian and 
Namboodiri’s equivariant suspension theorem [ll, 181 indicates that s = s” is an 
isomorphism. Thus, we may assume that 1 V“ ( = 1. Let Z be V- 1. Then there is a 
cofibre sequence 
&sz+ + so + s=. 
From the cofibre sequence, we obtain the commutative diagram 
[X”+‘G/K+, 2”B+], - [X “+‘G/ K+, 2 “+‘B+lc 
1 P 
[E’G/K+, E”B+], - [E3G/ K+, 2 “+‘B+& 
I I 
[12SZ+h G/K+, 2VB+]G 0 [E3SZ+~ G/K+, ,V+‘B+]G 
I i 
4 
[~“G/K+,~“B+]“,b A [x.Ev+lG/K+,EV+*B+], 
I 1 
[t;G/K+, 2 “B+]“G” 
CT” 
- [,2G/K+,XV+‘B+]G 
in which all the horizontal maps are suspension maps. We wish to show that the 
map CJ in this diagram is an isomorphism. The homotopy sets [ESZ+ A G/K+, 
2 “B+lG and [X’SZ’A G/K’, EVt’B+lG vanish by elementary connectivity 
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arguments and provide the zeros at the bottom of the diagram. The right column 
in the diagram is exact; the left column would have been exact if we hadn’t 
Abelianized the groups [2 VG/ K +, E ‘B’] G and [EG/K+, t:VBt]G. A simple argu- 
ment involving commutators indicates that the left column is still exact at and below 
[E “G/ K+, 2 ‘B+]g in spite of these Abelianizations. The group [EG/K+, 2 vB+], 
may be identified with the nonequivariant homotopy group [S’, E( B+)K] by the 
sequence of isomorphisms 
Under this identification, the map w” is identified with the map 
[S’, E(B+)K]ab+[S2, E2(B+)K], 
which is obviously an isomorphism since E( B+)K is connected. The map (T’ is an 
isomorphism by Namboodiri’s equivariant suspension theorem [ll, 181. It follows 
immediately that the map u must be an epimorphism. In order to show that c is 
injective, it suffices to show that the map q is injective. This may be established by 
showing that p is a split epimorphism. The map 77 splitting p is the composite 
= [S’, .Z2B+]K 
“‘, [,v+2, zv+‘B+]K 
=[_x “+*GIK+, EV+‘B+]G, 
in which the isomorphisms are derived from standard change of group isomorphisms 
and the map 2’ is the suspension map. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. Let V be a G-representation with ( VG/ = 1, M be in &G(V), 
and s : $?&( V) + %G( V+ 1) be the suspension functor. If A is a finite disjoint union 
of G-orbits, then let MabA and pA. . MA+ MabA be the Abelianization of MA and 
the projection of MA onto its Abelianization. We must show that the assignment 
of MabA to A gives a contravariant functor from CBG( V+ 1) to Sets, and that the 
maps pa form a natural transformation p : M + s*Mab. Also, we must show that the 
functor Mab is isomorphic to s.+ M and that, under this isomorphism, p is identified 
with the unit of the (s*, s*)-adjunction. For each pair of objects A, B, there is a 
map mA,B: %c( V)(A, B) + Sets,(MB, MA) describing the action of M on the 
morphisms of ?8/3G( V). The surjectivity of the maps pa and of the functor s on 
morphism sets allows us to rephrase the two assertions that Mab is a functor and 
that p is a natural transformation. These two claims are equivalent to the assertion 
that, for each pair of objects A, B, there exists a map 
ml&,: sG( V+ l)(A, B) + Sets,( MabB, MabA) 
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making the exterior of the diagram 
*‘A,# 
a/3,( V)(A, B) - Sets,. MB, MA) 
i 1 
(p/4’* 
f?i 
a,( V)(A, B)ab ---ff+ Sets,( MB, MabA) 
I 
z 
1‘ 
(I)#)* 
ml .& 
%( V-t l)(A, B) - Sets,( Mdbf3, MahA) 
commute. The sets Sets,( MB, MA) and Sets,( MB, MabA) inherit group structures 
from MA and MabA. With respect to these structures, the map ( pn)* is a homomorph- 
ism. It follows from the definitions of the multiplications on %‘o( V)(A, B) and MA 
that the map m,4,R is a homomorphism. Since Sets,(MB, MabA) is Abelian, there 
is a map GA,H : CBG( V)(A, B)“‘+ Sets,( MB, MabA) making the upper square of the 
diagram above commute. The existence of such a map implies that, if J; gE 
CB3,( V)(A, B) are maps whose images in %I,( V)(A, B)“b= 2&;( V+ l)(A, B) are 
equal, then the composites 
MI PA 
MB - MA - MdhA 
and 
m PA 
MB- MA- MahA 
are equal. The claim that there is a map m i:LI making the rest of the diagram 
commute is equivalent to the assertion that, for every map f:I”A++E”B+ in 
%I,( V)(A, B), there is a map j: MabB+ MabA making the diagram 
M/ 
MB - MA 
Pn 
1 I 
PA 
.i 
M”‘B- MabA 
commute. If MJ‘ is a group homomorphism, then, of course, _? exists. However, Mf 
need not be a homomorphism since the diagram 
I 
2”A’ - z”VB+ 
I 4 I 4 
2 VA’ ” 1 VA+ 1”’ -Z’“B+vZ”B+ 
need not homotopy commute if 1 VG( = 1. However, the suspension of this diagram, 
which is its image in CBG( V+ l), does homotopy commute. This implies, by our 
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remarks interpreting the existence of GA,B, that the composite 
Mf PA 
MB - MA - MabA 
must be a homomorphism. This suffices to ensure the existence of the mapf : MabB + 
MabA and, therefore, of a map mab A,B making our original diagram commute. Now 
that it is established that Mab is a functor from BG( V+ 1) into Sets, and that 
p: M-+s”Mab is a natural transformation, it is easy to show that p satisfies the 
universal property characterizing the unit of an adjunction [ 151. It follows formally 
that Mab and s,M are isomorphic and that, under this isomorphism, p is identified 
with the unit of the (s*, s*)-adjunction. q 
Remarks 5.4. (a) This lemma indicates that, for a G-representation V with 1 VGI = 1, 
a V-Mackey functor M is also a ( V+ 1)-Mackey functor if and only if it is Abelian 
group valued. 
(b) If V and W are G-representations such that ( VGI = 1 and 1 WC1 2 1, then the 
suspension functor s : ?&( V) + BG( V+ W) may be factored as the composite 
BG(V) s’ 7” -%G(v+l)- a,( v+ w). 
Lemma 2.6, together with [ 11, Construction 4.8 and Remarks 4.91, then provides a 
nice description of the functor s.+ = (s”),o(s’),. Thus, the only cases in which the 
functor s.+ : .d,( V) + _h!&( V+ W) lacks a nice description are those in which ( VGI = 1 
and IWGI=O. 
Our improved versions of the Hurewicz theorems from [ 1 l] are derived from the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 5.5. Let V be a G-representation with ( VG( = 1. If Y is a simply G-connected 
space, then the functor a: Y is Abelian group valued. 
Proof. It suffices to show that, for each K s G, n! Y is Abelian. If I VK) 2 2, then 
this is obvious. Thus, we may assume that IVK( = 1. Let Z = V-l. The cofibre 
sequence 
s’ + s” + _E*sz+ 
provides an exact sequence 
[_E2SZ’, YIK + %-‘: Y+ 7rf; Y 
of groups. Since the group ~7 Y has been assumed to be trivial, this sequence 
displays =‘: Y as a quotient group of the Abelian group [E*SZ+, YIK. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 2.8. This result follows from [l 1, Theorem 1.71 unless V is a 
G-representation with 1 VGI = 1. For this one remaining case, let U be a complete 
G-universe. We can regard V and V-t 1 as subrepresentations of U and therefore 
obtain suspension functors 
s: %,( v, + %G( u), 
s’:~3,(V)+~3,(V+l) 
and 
such that s = ~“0s’. Let Y be a based G-CW complex and let ~$2” Y denote the 
Vth stable homotopy group, computed in the universe U, of the suspension spectrum 
2-Y. The group rrc.E” Y extends to a U-Mackey functor ~$1” Y. Stabilization of 
homotopy groups provides a natural transformation u: ‘ire Y+ s*r$.E”Y of V- 
Mackey functors. Composing this with the stable Hurewicz map, we obtain a natural 
transformation 
CT G cc T$Y-s"3TvE 
s*h 
Y-s*H$Y 
whose adjoint 
is the map of interest in Theorem 2.8. This map factors as the composite 
5 ” 6 
s,r$ Y = s!&r!+.?-: Y * s$&+JY & H:+JY = H$ Y. 
If Y is (IV*/-l)- connected, then [I 1, Theorem 1.71 and Theorem 2.5 imply that 
the maps h” and 6 in this composite are isomorphisms. Thus, 6: s,.: Y + H$ Y is 
an isomorphism. If Y is, moreover, 1 V*[-connected, then this isomorphism and [ 11, 
Theorem 1.71 imply that Y is homologically ) V*I- connected. On the other hand, if 
Y is homologically IV*I- connected, then this isomorphism implies that sls!+.r$Y 
is zero. By [ll, Proposition 1.91, sia$Y must also vanish. But s&r: Y is just the 
Abelianization of a: Y. If Y is simply G-connected, then, by Lemma 5.5, a$ Y is 
Abelian group valued and so must vanish. Thus, Y is /V*I-connected. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.9. Let U be a complete G-universe and s : !BG( V) + L21G( U) be 
the suspension functor. As in the proof of Theorem 2.8, we need to consider only 
the case ) VG[ = 1. An argument like that given in the proof of [ 11, Proposition 8.11 
allows us to reduce the proof further to the case in which both Y and B are simply 
G-connected and (1 V*I - l)- connected. In this case, by Lemma 5.5, it Y and r:B 
are both Abelian group valued. The description of the relative Hurewicz map 
h:n-;(Y,B)+H;(Y,B), 
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for K < G, given in [ll, Definition 3.l(ii)] extends to the case 1 V”I = 1. This map 
fits with the absolute Hurewicz map to give the commutative diagram 
K 
V- ?Tf:Y- 
jB I 
&(Y, B) --+O 
h h 
I 
h 
HK,B -+HK,Y -H;(Y,B) -0 
whose rows are exact. It follows from this diagram that gt( Y, B) is an Abelian 
group-valued V-Mackey functor rather than just a Sets,-valued (V- I)-Mackey 
functor. It also follows that the relative Hurewicz maps for the various subgroups 
K of G fit together to form a natural transformation h : r$( Y, B) + s*H$( Y, B) of 
V-Mackey functors. The adjoint 
ks,&(Y,B)+H$(Y,B) 
of this map is the map of interest in Theorem 2.9. Theorem 2.8 applied to the 
commutative diagram 
S.&B+ S.&&Y---2 s*&( y, B)- 0 
H:B - IJC;‘Y - Ht( Y, B) - 0 
implies that i: s,r$( Y, B)+ H$( Y, B) is an isomorphism. The proof of the 
equivalence of 1 V*(-connectivity and homological 1 V*l-connectivity for the pair 
(Y, B) proceeds exactly as in the absolute case. q 
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